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Massachusetts' (Aa1 stable) economic recovery, while underway, remains sluggish compared
to the nation, with the commonwealth generally slower to reopen its economy in an effort
to control continued spread of COVID-19. Federal aid has been key credit stabilizing factor
during this period, especially for fiscal 2020. The state was able to balance operations
without draws on reserves, while still funding key health care response items.
Looking ahead to the new fiscal year, Massachusetts' remains one of the few states without
a full-year budget in place, though officials are reportedly looking to approve a spending
plan by the end of this month. Reserve draws are projected, though may be moderated if
revenue, including a new federal aid program, comes in above expectations (see Exhibit 1).
Long-term liabilities and associated fixed costs remain some of the highest in the nation.
The commonwealth's continued adherence to strong governance practices, including proper
funding of these liabilities, remains a central credit consideration.
We regard the coronavirus outbreak as a social risk under our ESG framework, given the
substantial implications for public health and safety. We do not see any material immediate
credit risks for Massachusetts. However, the situation surrounding the coronavirus is rapidly
evolving and the longer term impact will depend on both the severity and duration of the
crisis. If our view of the credit quality of Massachusetts changes, we will update our opinion
at that time.
Exhibit 1

Reserves draws likely but the size of the ultimate draw remains an open question
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Credit strengths
» Large economy focused on important knowledge sectors that pay above average wages such as healthcare, education and
technology
» Strong financial management practices, particularly willingness to close budget gaps quickly through spending cuts, revenue
increases and use of reserves
» Adequate reserves and commitment to maintain them at levels that provide a healthy buffer for the current economic downturn

Credit challenges
» Combined debt and pension liabilities that are sixth highest in the nation relative to GDP, resulting in elevated fixed costs that limit
budget flexibility
» Aging demographic profile with overall population growth that lags the nation
» Above average exposure to climate risks with most of its gross domestic product generated in coastal counties

Rating outlook
Massachusetts' stable outlook reflects our expectation that the commonwealth will continue its trend of strong financial management,
taking proactive measures to navigate credit challenges emerging during the ongoing global pandemic and more recent social unrest.

Factors that could lead to an upgrade
» Moderated debt and pension burdens, especially relative to peers
» Continued growth of reserves and establishment of stronger constraints on their use
» Established trend of structural budget balance

Factors that could lead to a downgrade
» Protracted structural budget imbalance
» Reserves or liquidity that falls below adequate levels
» Growth in leverage relative to state GDP or rising fixed costs relative to state revenue

Key indicators
Exhibit 2
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Source: Massachusetts FY15-FY19 CAFRs; US Bureau of Labor Statistics; US Bureau of Economic Analysis'; Moody's Investors Service
This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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Profile
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts is the 15th largest state by population, boasting nearly 6.9 million residents in 2019. Its 2019
gross domestic product, reaching $595.6 billion, ranks 11th among the states. Per capita income was 131.7% of the national average in
2018, second highest in the US.

Detailed credit considerations
Economy
Massachusetts continues to experience elevated unemployment relative to the rest of the US, as the state balances public health
concerns with reopening shuttered portions of the economy.
Peaking at 17.7% in June, Massachusetts unemployment rate has since declined to 9.6% in September but that remains nearly 2%
higher than the US, reflecting the broader shutdown of the state's economy and slower reopening pace, aimed at controlling the spread
of coronavirus.
According to the US Bureau of Economic Analysis, in the third quarter of 2020 Massachusetts' GDP grew at an annualized rate of
37.7%, outpacing US growth of 33.1%. This growth was likely fueled by ongoing federal aid, especially supplemental unemployment
benefits and assistance for small businesses. In an attempt to maximize access to federal aid the commonwealth enacted new
legislation in October to increase state unemployment assistance. The goal is to increase the number of state residents that are eligible
for federal lost wages assistance.
The Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES) program, along with the supplemental lost wages program, will sunset at
calendar year end. Additional federal aid remains a key recovery factor that, as of this publication, is uncertain.
For a more detailed discussion on pre-pandemic and fundamental economic trends, please see our June 2020 credit opinion.
Finances and liquidity
The commonwealth remains in the midst of finalizing a fiscal 2021 budget. Already on its third interim budget for the current fiscal
year, the governor introduced a revised fiscal 2021 budget proposal in mid-October. The legislature introduced its budget the first week
in November, with the two sides hoping to reach a consensus by the end of November.
During this period the commonwealth has continued to see revenue growth. Through October fiscal 2021 tax revenue is up 1.3% yearover-year, with growth in both income and sales taxes, the two main revenue sources for the commonwealth. This growth continues a
favorable trend, with fiscal 2020 tax revenue essentially flat from fiscal 2019 collections when including deferred income and sales tax
payments. The revenue trend, along with federal funding, covered budgeted and supplemental spending in fiscal 2020 without draws
on reserves, despite the fact that revenue was still -2.3% below budgeted expectations.
Liquidity

Massachusetts may draw on its reserves in the upcoming fiscal year, but even with that draw the balance remains healthy and the state
retains additional sources of liquidity to help manage through continued uncertain times.
The commonwealth's budget stabilization fund, its main general reserve fund, reached a record-high $3.5 billion at the close of fiscal
2020. The commonwealth built up the balance during the prolonged economic expansion, but may draw on this balance for fiscal
2021. Per the governor's updated budget proposal, the commonwealth may use up to $1.3 billion in stabilization funds in the next fiscal
year. The legislature's plan proposes to use up to half of the stabilization fund (see exhibit on page 1).
This use could be rolled back if tax collections come in above budgeted projections and/or if additional federal stimulus funds are
enacted. But even if the reserve draw proposed by the legislature is approved, reserves will still be ahead of the fiscal 2017 balance,
demonstrating the commonwealth's effectiveness at building up this balance over the last few years.
Outside of the stabilization fund the commonwealth has multiple sources of alternate liquidity, providing even more budgetary buffer
should the need arise. The commonwealth will issue $1.2 billion in Revenue Anticipation Notes this fiscal year, an annual practice since
fiscal 2009. The commonwealth also has a $200 million commercial paper program, $200 million note purchase agreement with RBC
Capital Markets, LLC (A3 stable) and a $1.75 billion line of credit opened at the beginning of the pandemic. None of the these facilities
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have any balances outstanding. The commonwealth also has $1.7 billion in remaining Coronavirus Relief Fund resources to spend on
goods and services delivered by December 30, 2020. The commonwealth plans to spend the entire Coronavirus Relief Fund in coming
months.
Debt and pensions
Given recent capital plans, we expect the commonwealth to continue issuing debt for key priorities, but the overall economy will
continue to provide a solid foundation for paying the long-term costs.
Net tax-supported debt reached $43.7 billion for fiscal 2019 according to Moody's state debt medians report, comprised primarily
of general obligation bonds (55%) but also includes sales tax backed debt for other underlying entities (23%). The state's debt levels
ranked second-highest among the 50 states on a per capita basis. Debt is elevated in part because of the commonwealth's practice of
financing projects for local governments, including a robust school district capital bonding program and debt for the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority. Per the governor's fiscal 2020 five-year capital investment plan, the state expects to issue up to $2.43 billion
of general obligation bonds.
Legal security

Massachusetts pledges its full faith and credit for the payment of principal and interest of general obligation bonds, which includes
unrestricted revenue but does not come from a dedicated property tax levy. We note that state law limits annual tax revenue growth
and does not exempt debt service payments from this limitation.
Debt structure

Massachusetts had $2.6 billion of general obligation variable rate debt outstanding or 5.9% of fiscal 2019 net tax supported debt, with
nearly $1.7 billion of the variable rate debt with $985 million unhedged. Liquidity facilities contain a mix of three- and five-year termout provisions that, considering the strength of Massachusetts' market access, should provide ample time to refinance, if necessary.
Inclusive of the full amount of the commonwealth's commercial paper program and its note purchase agreement, the variable and
short-term debt is 6.8% of total net tax supported debt.
Debt-related derivatives

The commonwealth's closely watched derivatives portfolio is manageable because of continued efforts to reduce exposure to variable
rate debt and liquidity that is sufficient to handle unforeseen circumstances related to its swap agreements.
The total notional amount outstanding has decreased in recent years as the commonwealth takes advantage of refunding
opportunities to convert variable rate debt to fixed and terminate associated swap agreements. The remaining four swap agreements
are floating-to-fixed hedges with a total notional amount of $814.1 million across general and special obligation debt. The mark-tomarket value was -$128 million as of September 30, 2020. Two of the four swaps are based on LIBOR; as of now there are no formal
plans to replace the LIBOR rate once it expires.
Pensions and OPEB

The commonwealth's unfunded long-term liabilities are some of the highest in the nation and the state's contributions are consistently
below the amount necessary to prevent the current liability from growing, posing a credit challenge over the longer term.
Based on the commonwealth's fiscal 2019 pension data, Massachusetts' adjusted net pension liability (ANPL) was $77.2 billion or 201%
of revenue. The 50-state median ANPL to revenue is 80%, with the commonwealth ranking fifth highest in the nation. While the
commonwealth contributes more than the full amount of its actuarially determined contribution annually, the state's contributions
are consistently below an amount necessary to prevent the unfunded liability from growing each year, reaching only 77% of our “tread
water” benchmark in fiscal 2019. Massachusetts reported other post employment benefit (OPEB) liabilities were $14.2 billion as of
fiscal 2019, with a slightly lower adjusted net OPEB liability (ANOL) of $13.7 billion. At 2.3% of GDP, the commonwealth's ANOL
liability is above the state median of 1.0% of GDP.
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ESG considerations
Environmental
Massachusetts' exposure to rising sea level and storm damage is elevated, but the credit impacts are somewhat mitigated by robust
state and local preparedness and resiliency efforts. For a description of these considerations, please see our Massachusetts Credit
Opinion from earlier this year, published on June 4.
Social
The commonwealth benefits from multiple social strengths, especially its highly educated work force and elevated income levels. For a
description of these considerations, please see our Massachusetts Credit Opinion from earlier this year, published on June 4.
Governance
Despite chronically adopting late budgets, Massachusetts' governance is strong. For a description of these considerations, please see
our Massachusetts Credit Opinion from earlier this year, published on June 4.
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Rating methodology and scorecard factors
The US States and Territories methodology includes a scorecard, which summaries the 10 rating factors generally most important
to the state and territory credit profiles. Because the scorecard is a summary, and may not include every consideration in the credit
analysis for a specific issuer, a scorecard-indicated outcome may or may not map closely to the actual rating assigned.
Massachusetts' Aa1 rating is one notch higher than its scorecard-indicated outcome, because it incorporates the long-term economic
growth that has provided the commonwealth with a strong base for paying its outsized liabilities, as discussed in this credit opinion.
Exhibit 3

US States and territories rating methodology scorecard
Massachusetts (Commonwealth of)
Rating Factors

Measure

Score

a) Per Capita Income Relative to US Average [1]

131.3%

Aaa

b) Nominal Gross Domestic Product ($ billions) [1]

$596.6

Aaa

Factor 1: Economy (25%)

Factor 2: Finances (30%)
a) Structural Balance
b) Fixed Costs / State Own-Source Revenue [2]

Aa

Aa

20.5%

Baa

Aa

Aa

Aa

Aa

20.2%

A

c) Liquidity and Fund Balance
Factor 3: Governance (20%)
a) Governance / Constitutional Framework
Factor 4: Debt and Pensions (25%)
a) (Moody's ANPL + Net Tax-Supported Debt) / State GDP [2] [3]
Factors 5 - 10: Notching Factors [4]
Adjustments Up: None

0

Adjustments Down: None

0

Rating:
a) Scorecard-Indicated Outcome

Aa2

b) Actual Rating Assigned

Aa1

[1] Economy measures are based on data from most recent year available
[2] Fixed costs and debt and pensions measures are based on data from the most recent debt and pensions medians report published by Moody's
[3] ANPL stands for adjusted net pension liability
[4] Notching factors 5-10 are specifically defined in the US States and Territories Rating Methodology
Source: US Bureau of Economic Analysis; State CAFRs; Moody's Investors Service
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